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[Appearing below is the third article in a series titled "Transition in El Salvador." The first and
second articles appeared in the 08/21/91 and 08/23/91 issues of the Update, respectively.] . Robinson
A negotiated settlement in El Salvador, although still on the far horizon, is each day becoming a
more possible outcome to the civil conflict that has plagued the country for over half a century.
If the current peace process remains on track, Salvadoran society could very well experience a
political revolution and progressive social transformations under peaceful conditions. In such a
scenario, neither the revolutionary insurgency of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN) nor the traditional military and civilian elite, would be free to exclusively implement their
own political agendas for the entire society. Both would have to give and take in the context of a
more complex and pluralistic arena of political competition. The locus of political activity in this
scenario is a resurgent civil society in which both will have to operate in order to exercise influence.
According to FMLN commander Ana Guadalupe Martinez, a member of the rebel negotiating team,
"El Salvador is a divided country. In order to achieve the peace and reconciliation sought through
negotiation, it is necessary to reconstruct a national political project acceptable to all." Should the
current peace process culminate successfully, a critical turning point in El Salvador's future could
take place in 1994, or when the next national elections are scheduled. "If current developments
continue on course," says Democratic Convergence leader Ruben Zamora, who was elected vice
president of the Legislative Assembly after the March vote, "the 1994 elections could become the
moment of decision" for El Salvador. From oligarchic rule to civil war The Salvadoran conflict is
rooted in some of the most inequitable social and economic structures in the Americas, a tightly
closed and repressive political system, and the impunity and preponderance of military power for
nearly six consecutive decades. A popular movement in the 1970s broke the hegemony of the landed
oligarchy and rich industrialists. Under these pressures, reformist military officers organized a coup
in October 1979 and installed a reformist junta. The junta, however, soon became dominated by a
conservative faction of the Christian Democratic Party (PDC) and the traditional military brass, with
the backing of the right and the US government. The failure of the 1979 coup to reform oligarchic
rule from within paved the way for civil war and foreign (US) intervention. Several important
center-left political parties, seeing no hope for a peaceful reform project, created the Democratic
Revolutionary Front (FDR) and entered into a strategic alliance with the FMLN, an umbrella group
of five revolutionary political-military organizations. In 1980, the FMLN launched a nation-wide
guerrilla insurgency. With massive infusions of US military aid and strategic consulting, the army
expanded from 15,000 to 55,000 soldiers and kept the revolutionary insurgency at bay. The USdesigned counterinsurgency program involved the "civilianization" of government, the stabilization
of a "centrist project" around the PDC, limited social reforms, and the institutionalization of
restricted electoral democracy under the PDC government of the late Jose Napoleon Duarte.
Duarte's government was bolstered by about $4 billion in US economic assistance. A "period
of transition" By the end of the 1980s, the civil war death toll had surpassed 80,000, and was far
from over. The convulsions of the 1980s, however, produced several national developments which
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opened the way for a resolution of the conflict, against a backdrop of the Central American peace
process, changes in international relations in the era of perestroika and the tendency towards the
resolution of "regional conflicts." (See "El Salvador: the Art of Negotiations and the Prospects for
a Settlement," 09/14/91 CAU.) Among these developments, the war has fundamentally ruptured
the traditional status quo and altered the dominant power bloc in El Salvador. The army acquired
increasing dominance not just in the political sphere, but also in the economy and at every level
of state and society. The military was transformed from the oligarchy's hired hands to the senior
partners in a tenuous ruling bloc. The PDC "center" has collapsed due to its own failures, and in
the face of the ascendence of both the revolutionary forces and the right. The latter, reconstituted
in the National Republican Alliance (ARENA) party of President Alfredo Cristiani won the 1989
national elections. ARENA, founded in 1982 by Roberto D'Aubuisson and other "death squad"
leaders, started as a party of defend the extreme rightist oligarchy against both the popular and
revolutionary movements and the US reformist project. Since then, the party has broadened its
power base to include members of the business community, neo-liberal think tanks, other political
parties, and right-wing civic groups. All of the new components of ARENA's power base do not
share the interests of those seeking a restoration of the pre-1980s status quo. In particular, a class
of forward-looking businesspeople and professionals committed to establishing a new role for El
Salvador in the global economy have been promoting the current neo-liberal restructuring of the
domestic economy, and are now assuming leadership of the dominant bloc. Another development
is the "strategic equilibrium" in the correlation of forces between the dominant bloc and the FMLN.
In brief, neither has the ability to defeat the other under the current terms of conflict. In addition,
by the late 1980s, civil society had experienced a rebirth, with an unprecedented growth of trade
unions, peasant federations, professional associations, and religious, community and popular
organizations. At first, the new social movements called for a negotiated settlement to the war,
demanding compromise from both the guerrillas and the government. Now, organized civil society
is becoming an independent actor, demanding not just peace, but demilitarization, democratization
and social justice. In late 1988, over 50 of these grassroots groups, together with several political
parties, business groups and the mass media, responded to a call by the Catholic Church and
formed the National Debate for Peace. In addition to demanding a negotiated settlement, this
forum insisted on direct participation in national negotiations ("concertacion") to resolve the
country's crisis and define a new national project. Participant organizations in the National Debate
for Peace commenced a dialogue amongst themselves. In 1990 two separate sets of talks were held
parallel to those of the FMLN and the government. Political parties established an "Inter-Party
Commission" for such talks, and popular, community and labor organizations, a "Mixed Guild
Commission." The latter commission has developed into a remarkably broad front of labor and
popular organizations. Late last year member organizations signed a "Platform for Peace and
Democracy," referred to by some as the first united worker proclamation in Salvadoran union
history. The platform calls for numerous social, political and economic reforms, under the banners
of a negotiated peace, demilitarization, democratization and social justice. The emergence of civil
society means that neither the revolutionary movement nor the regime can gain hegemony over
society alone, even if the current "strategic equilibrium" would favor one side. All of the above has
opened in El Salvador a "period of transition," in which neither a return to the oligarchic status
quo ante nor continued war are viable options. This "transition" is characterized by the FMLNgovernment talks, reconstitution of the dominant power bloc, rapid mobilization of civil society,
and the emergence of new and competing national political projects. Observers have divided this
transition into two phases: the first beginning with the historic Geneva Accords of April 1990,
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leading to the UN-mediated peace negotiations; and, the second, which will begin once a cease-fire
is in place, leading to an overall settlement, transfer of the conflict to the political-civic arena, and
post-war reconstruction. 1994: year of decision? The type of society emerging from the transition
period might become more transparent after the 1994 elections. If the current peace process allows
the vote to become "foundational elections," the 1994 contest will not be a military showdown
but a civic battle among competing national political programs and alliances developing over the
next three years. El Salvador's social and political forces have already been coalescing into new
blocs and ideological tendencies. Neither the right nor the FMLN have the political or social power
base to wield power alone. The most likely electoral scenario, should a settlement be reached, is a
coalition of center-left reformist forces with a broad political program emphasizing demilitarization,
democratization, social justice and agrarian reform, against a rightist coalition seeking capitalist
modernization. The right is promoting the transformation of oligarchic property relations into those
characteristic of modern capitalism, without fundamental changes in the existing concentration of
productive assets. The right's opposition consists of a range of alternative visions, characterized
by anti-oligarchic and anti-dictatorial sentiment, and the search for social and economic models
involving new forms of property control, and a redistribution of national income. Both the right and
center-left reformist forces are divided, and electoral alliances are difficult to predict. Inside ARENA,
"New Right" technocrats are tied to the business community, whose economic modernization
project requires political stability, and a reduction in military power. Although the party finished as
the principal electoral force in the 1991 elections, ARENA lost its legislative majority. Consequently,
ARENA must enter into alliances with other parties in order to implement policy initiatives. Other
major actors on the right include the National Conciliation Party (PCN), the traditional party of the
military brass, and the Popular Union coalition, comprised of two extreme-right parties. The Popular
Union and hard-line factions in ARENA and the PCN represent oligarchic interests and military
privilege. A violence-prone political ultra-right is crystallizing. This faction must contend with not
only a growing political left, but also "moderates" within ARENA and the business community, and
the US government. In the March 1991 elections, the PDC retained its status as the second most
important party. Close behind in the ranking was the Democratic Convergence (CD), comprised of
the FDR member organizations: the social democratic Revolutionary National Movement (MRN)
formed by the late Guillermo Ungo; the Popular Social Christian Party (PPSC) of Ruben Zamora;
and, the small Social Democrat Party (PSD). [The leftist National Democratic Union (UDN) chose
to run candidates outside the CD coalition in the March elections.] The CD, established after FDR
leaders returned from exile in late 1988, captured less than 4% of the votes in the 1989 elections.
The poor showing was attributed to the FMLN boycott of the vote, insufficient time for electoral
organizing for the newcomers, repression and intimidation of CD candidates, and irregularities in
the vote count. In the March 1991 legislative and municipal elections, the first not to be boycotted
by the FMLN, the CD obtained 12% of the vote, despite evidence of widespread irregularities and
fraud resulting in the loss of thousands of votes for CD candidates. The coalition won nine seats
in the National Assembly, and became the nation's third most important electoral contender,
displacing the PCN and virtually overtaking the PDC. In addition, progressive members of the PDC
who criticized Duarte's collaboration with the military and the US counterinsurgency project , are
gaining in popularity since the party moved into the opposition. These politicians have spoken of
a "confluence of interests" with the FMLN. In particular, the PDC's grassroots base is calling for
negotiations and democratization. Some long-time party supporters have expressed interest in
shifting their votes to the Democratic Convergence. The FMLN's January 1989 proposal to join the
electoral process and transfer its struggle to the civic-political arena gave enormous impetus to
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the pluralistic alliance in process. The UNOC peasant and labor federation, originally organized
by the Christian Democrats with US support, and whose substantial rural base comes largely
from cooperatives established under agrarian reform legislation, joined the leftist UNTS union
coalition and the National Debate for Peace in support of the 1989 proposal. Since then, the same
organizations have promoted dialogue and cooperation, marking the first such generalized alliance
of most of the nation's civilian centrist and leftist organizations. Thus, the leftist-reformist bloc
currently in formation would be responsive to the campaigns of the Democratic Convergence and
the FMLN, progressive Christian Democrat factions and several smaller centrist parties. Civic
organizations and trade unions participating in the National Debate for peace have argued that
their goal is to create the conditions through the peace negotiations, political organization and
popular mobilization for the 1994 elections to be an exercise in which all Salvadoran social sectors
may find genuine space for organizing and participation, rather than simple technical fairness. The
make-up of the government emerging from such "foundational elections" is impossible to predict.
The outcome will be determined not only by the successful of the current peace process, but also
by electoral alliances established over the next three years, and the quality of political expression
assumed by the civic and trade union movements. Most analysts agree that in 1994 under conditions
of peace and freedom to organize, accurate voter registration and eligibility lists, a purged and
tamed military, and international monitoring , a leftist-reformist bloc has an excellent chance of
taking a majority of the votes. However, whether or not such a bloc actually assumes control of the
government in the 1994 elections or becomes a major opposition force, is less important than the
emergence of the bloc as an historic alternative to the oligarchy and the right which have ruled El
Salvador since independence from Spain. If the peace process and the transition period reach a
successful conclusion, the leftist-centrist bloc will have gained a decisive presence in civil society,
as well as a significant institutional presence. Both types of presence are sufficient to permit such
coalition of political forces to exercise critical influence on the government and policy- making on a
national level. In addition, the bloc could continue to struggle for democratization and development
of El Salvador under conditions of peace, rule of law, and freedom to mobilize. Should this come
about, the face of Salvadoran politics and society will have been changed forever.

-- End --
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